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An "Information Center" for organizing items on the job.
A great way to keep notes and job
information right at your fingertips! A
superior addition to the Safety precautions
you institute!

The Industrial MemoBoard has a magnetic
write-on/wipe-off surface to jot down
reminders, or use the included magnets to
stick maintenance instructions, schedules
and safety instructions right to the board.
Comes complete with a dry-erase marking
pen with magnetized eraser cap, and five
fingertip magnets.

A 5-Pocket Organizer securely snaps onto
either side of the board for right or left side
use. Board can also be mounted vertically if
desired. Organizer displays up to 10 letter
size sheets of
frequently
referenced
information, 14a,

perfect for
emergency
phone numbers,
instruction
sheets, warranty

easily wipe clean.
information, and
maintenance schedules. Specially designed
pages have easy-loading pockets that
remove easily for quick updating. Five
pocket colors and coordinated index tabs
help identify contents. Comes complete
with wall mounting hardware. White
pockets are available if desired.

An optional Magnetic Mounting Kit is
available to secure your MemoBoard to any
metal surface. Works great on metal filing
cabinets and metal rack systems. When
mounted horizontally, Industrial
MemoBoard Organizer measures 291/2"w x
141/4"h x 51/4"d. (Writing Surface on
Whiteboard measures 16 1/4"w x 13"h, and
is also available without the organizer.)

Model	 Description 

IDE1 OMO 	 Industrial MemoBoard
Includes Whiteboard, Organizer, Marking Pen and five Magnets

IDEMB1 	 Whiteboard only
Includes Whiteboard, Marking Pen and five Magnets

IDEMBMK 	 Magnetic Mounting Kit

Pockets protect pages and
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Specially designed pages have easy-loading pockets and reinforced metal pins that turn smoothly that
remove easily for making quick updates such as inventory and maintenance schedules.

Each Memoboard comes complete with a magnetized marking pen and five fingertip magnets.
The market holder doubles as an eraser.

Pockets are great in a workshop or garage for warranty information, safety procedures or assembly
instructions and you can attach receipts and business cards using the magnets.
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